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Preface

This report is the result of a master of science graduation project which is carried out from
September 1994 until April 1995 at the section of Electrical Energy Systems of the faculty of
Electrical Engineering of the Eindhoven University of Technology. The investigation is part of
a larger research project in cooperation with Toshiba Co., Japan.

I wish to thank Profjr. G.C. Damstra and Ddr. R.P.P. Smeets for the extensive support they
have given me during the project. Further more I wish to thank Hans Vossen, Ton Wilmes
and Arie van Staalduinen for the technical assistance, with a practical project as this their help
was indispensable.

Going into the basics of current interruption with vacuum circuit breakers has offered me a
great opportunity to combine several different disciplines as:

• electrical energy distribution
• high voltage, high current, fast- and high resolution measurement methods
• fundamentals of vacuum arcs
• vacuumtechnics
• mechanical engineering.

In my opinion this variation is very important and it probably sets the tone for my future since
very often many different disciplines have to work together.

The author, April 1995
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Summary

The influence of gaplength and current peak on the short circuit interruption behaviour of
vacuum circuit breakers is investigated. In vacuum circuit breakers the arcing plasma - metal
vapour - disappears out of the gap very fast by means of expansion. At low currents this
causes a very fast dielectric recovery of the gap. Then the vacuum arc acts in the diffuse mode
with very small cathode spots which cool down rapidly after current zero so that no metal
vapour is released anymore. In this mode the anode plays a passive role.
At high currents the arc acts in the constricted mode en concentrates on a molten spot on the
anode. Because this anode spot needs much time to cool down after current zero metal
vapour is released by thermal emission which has a negative influence on the dielectric
recovery of the gap.
Both practically and theoretically the instant of the transition from diffuse to constricted
arcing is investigated. An anode temperature model is developed based on the power density
balance on the anode surface. The anode temperature depends on the current, on the arcing
time, on material constants en on the dimensions and rises faster if current at the instant of
contact separation is higher. The results agree with measurements of arcing voltage and light
intensity. If the melting temperature is exceeded fast the arcing voltage stays smooth and low
while this voltage shows fluctuations when the melting temperature is exceeded slowly.
Further the influence of current peak and gaplength on the interruption behaviour is
investigated. Measurements are carried out with a synthetic circuit based on current injection.
The di/dt and the TRV are kept constant at a value at which a reignition occurs nearly always.
Measurements are carried out with 4 contact materials: CuCr-75(25, Cu, CuCr-50/50 and
AgWC. The gaplength has influence if these is smaller than 2mm. The current peak has
influence from a current which depends on the gaplength. From the measurements results a
certain 'critical arc energy' which differs for each contact material, with rising interruption
capacity follows: Cu, AgWC, CuCr. The Cu contacts show a high degree of erosion and the
AgWC contacts cool down slowly.
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Samenvatting

De invloed van contaetafstand en hoogte van de stroom bij het onderbreken van
kortsluitstromen met vacuiimschakelaars is onderzocht. Bij vacuiimschakelaars verdwijnt het
boogmedium, metaaldamp, door expansie zeer snel uit de gap. Bij lage stromen zorgt dit voor
een zeer snel dielektrisch herstel van de gap. De vacuiimboog is dan namelijk in de diffuse
toestand met zeer kleine kathode-spots die na stroomnul snel afkoelen zodat geen emissie van
metaaldamp meer optreedt. De anode speelt in deze toestand een passieve rol.
Bij hoge stromen is de boog in de gecontraheerde toestand en concentreert zich op een
smeltbad op de anode. Deze anode-spot heeft milliseconden nodig om af te koelen waardoor
na stroomnul nog steeds thermische emissie van metaaldamp optreedt hetgeen een negatieve
invloed op het dielektrisch herstel van de gap heeft.
Zowel praktisch als theoretisch is onderzocht wanneer de vacuiimboog overgaat van de diffuse
in de gecontraheerde toestand. Ben anode temperatuur model is ontwikkeld gebaseerd op de
vermogensbalans op het anode-oppervlak. De anode temperatuur hangt af van de stroom, van
de boogtijd, van materiaal constanten en van de afmetingen en stijgt sneller naarmate stroom
op het moment dat de schakelaar opent hoger is. Resultaten komen overeen met metingen
van boogspanning en lichtintensiteit. Als de smelttemperatuur snel wordt overschreden blijft
de boogspanning glad en laag terwijl deze fluctuaties vertoont als de smelttemperatuur
langzaam overschreden wordt.
Verder is de invloed van de hoogte van de stroom en de contaetafstand op het uitschakel
gedrag onderzocht. Metingen zijn verricht met een synthetisch circuit op basis van stroom
injeetie. De di/dt en TRV zijn konstant gehouden op een waarde waarbij nagenoeg altijd een
herontsteking optreedt.
Er zijn metingen verricht aan 4 contaetmaterialen: CuCr-75(25, Cu, CuCr-50/50 en AgWC.
De contactafstand heeft invloed als deze kleiner is dan 2 mm. De hoogte van de stroom heeft
ook invloed, athankelijk van de contaetafstand stort de herontsteekspanning in bij een
bepaalde waarde van de stroom. Op basis van de metingen is een 'kritische boogenergie'
bepaald welke verschilt per contactmateriaal, naar oplopende onderbrekingscapaciteit voigt:
Cu, AgWC, CuCr. De Cu contaeten vertonen veel erosie en de AgWC contacten koelen
langzaam af.
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1. Introduction

In medium voltage networks vacuum power circuit breakers are used more and more because
of their excellent interruption behaviour. Advantages of vacuum interrupters are the fast
recovery of dielectric strength after arc extinction, the very good isolation properties, the
reliability and the small dimensions.
The most difficult task for a power circuit breaker is the interruption of a short circuit current.
When the contacts of the vacuum circuit breaker separate, a high current metal vapour arc is
drawn from vaporised contact material. The current will continue to flow until the first current
zero when the circuit breaker tries to interrupt it. Immediately after current zero, a transient
recovery voltage (TRV) appears over the opened contacts which may cause a reignition if this
voltage exceeds the dielectric strength at that instant. At low currents the recovery of dielectric
strength depends - apart from the used contact material - on the rate of rise of current and
voltage and on the gap1ength at current zero.

At low currents the arc acts in the diffuse mode which is mainly a cathode phenomenon. The
metal vapour needed as arc medium is supplied from small cathode spots each carrying about
lOOA which move randomly across the cathode. In this mode the arcing voltage is about 20V
and the anode acts as a collector from electrons and ions only. After current zero the residual
particles in the gap disappear within a microsecond or less by means of expansion.

If the current exceeds a certain transition current the appearance of the vacuum arc changes
dramatically into the constricted mode. In this mode an anode spot is established associated
with melting of the anode material. This anode spot needs several milliseconds to cool down
and can still emit vaporised particles after current zero which can be the cause of a reignition.
Thus at high currents the recovery of dielectric strength depends on additional parameters as
current peak and arc mode.

The influence of the gap1ength and current peak on the interruption of high currents with
different contact materials is subject of this investigation. Measurements will be done with a
synthetic circuit providing a power frequency current up to 50kA peak and a TRV-vo1tage up
to 25kV peak at a frequency of 32kHz. The di/dt before current zero and the transient
recovery voltage are kept constant. Results will be compared with each other and with
literature.

Further more a more fundamental study of the mode transition from diffuse to constricted
vacuum arc will be carried out. Therefore a model will be presented which calculates the
anode temperature. The calculation results will be correlated with measurements.

The aim of the investigation is to get insight in the phenomena - the arc modes - which occur
with high current arcing and to compare the interruption behaviour of different contact
materials.
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2. Current interruption with vacuum circuit breakers

In medium voltage distribution networks immediately after interrupting a short circuit current
a restriking voltage (transient recovery voltage TRV) appears over the separating contacts.
This restriking voltage can reach two times the maximum of the nominal phase-voltage and
has a frequency in the order of 10kHz depending on the network parameters [20]. In vacuum
circuit breakers this voltage can cause reignitions if some arc plasma is still present between
the separating contacts when the high voltage appears. Whether this happens or not depends
on many parameters such as:

• di/dt just before current zero
• du/dt just after current zero
• contact distance (d) at current zero
• arcing time
• contact material
• shape of the contacts
• peak value of the current.

It is known that the residual arc plasma after current zero disappears out of the gap in
microseconds by expansion caused by the great difference in pressure between the arc and the
background vacuum of the tube. In this way the circuit breaker would have a 'ILS memory'. If
so, only the occurrences in the microseconds around current zero do have influence on the
interrupting behaviour. This 'ILS memory' is supported by several investigations on small
current arc behaviour when the arc acts in the diffuse mode (chapter 2.2) [1], [2].

When - however - the current exceeds a certain transition current the arc is in the constricted
or anode spot mode (chapter 2.3.). In this case the arc is focused on a small spot on the
anode which is molten (:::::mm2

). This anode spot needs much more time to recover and it can
still emit metal vapour at current zero. In this way the peak of the short circuit current - which
occurs several milliseconds before current zero - can have influence on the interrupting
probability at current zero and a 'ms memory' may exist. The occurrences involved with this
long term memory (milliseconds compared with microseconds) are the subject of this
investigation. In this chapter the interruption of diffuse and constricted vacuum arcs is briefly
discussed.

2.1. Current interruption when the vacuum arc was diffuse

The diffuse vacuum arc is mainly a cathode phenomenon; on the cathode there are very small
cathode spots (typical diameter on copper :::::2D,.Lm) in continuous motion and continually
splitting. The number of spots depends on the magnitude of the current, each spot carries a
current of about 100A In this spots electrons and neutral particals are emitted by thermionic
and field emission. Very near the cathode - in the ionisation zone at 1 - 10·1O-8m from the
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cathode - essentially all neutrals are ionized by energetically interacting with the emitted
electrons. The particle fluxes (lis) in the cathode region of the diffuse vacuum arc are shown
in figure 2.1 where the width of the different flows is a measure of their relative strength [1].

acceleration region ionisation region
+ •

expanding plasma region

•

towards anode -+

figure 2.1 Particle fluxes in a diffuse vacuum arc [1]

Electrons and neutrals are emitted at the cathode spots on the left. In the ionisation region
nearly all neutrals are ionised. The formed electrons and ions both expands through the
enormous pressure difference between the ionisation region and the vacuum interelectrode
space towards both the anode and the cathode. The expanding plasma flow from the
ionisation region towards the anode provides an essentially neutral medium. Note that the ion
flow towards the anode carries a negative current so the current carried by electrons towards
the anode exceeds the total circuit current. For the current in the vacuum arc can be written
[21]:

i == A'e'(n . v - z·n. ·v.)eel I

With: A: arc cross area [m2
]

e: elementary charge [C]
ne: electron density [mol]
ve: electron velocity [m/s]
z: average ion charge number
1\' ion density [mol]'.
Vi: electron velocity [m/s].

(2.1)

Since there is neutrality in the expanding plasma region, the arcing voltage is entirely due to
the voltage drop over the small cathode region. This low current arcing voltage (Vo) is
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Chapter 2: Current interruption with vacuum circuit breakers

constant and is determined by the cathode material only (copper Vo=21.5V). To preserve the
neutrality the positive ions have to neutralise the negative charge of the electrons:

z·n. = n
I e

With (2.1) and (2.2) follows for the current:

i = A· e . z . n.· (v - v.)
I e I

(2.2)

(2.3)

During the time that there is a low impedance plasma between the two contacts the current is
determined by the external circuit. Just before current zero the current falls with a certain
declining rate (t<1o). In order to meet this requirement from (2.3) follows that the electrons
have to decelerate since the ions can't change their speed so quickly. At current zero (10) the
electrons and the ions have the same velocity (ve = vJ towards the former anode. At this
moment there is still a low impedance plasma between the contacts. The external circuit wants
to change the polarity of the current and maintain the decline of the current. This is achieved
by maintaining the decelerating of the electrons (the current becomes negative: the post arc
current), which happens under the influence of a very small gap voltage of lO-sV [21]. After a
very small time delay the electrons come to a halt (t1) and change direction. Through the
electrons are travelling towards the former cathode now there will be a positive ion space
charge near the anode and a TRV voltage is built up. The electrons will disappear quickly and
after this the post arc current decays in less than a JLS, consisting of ions only which are still
moving to the former anode. Thus dielectric recovery after interrupting a diffuse vacuum arc
is very fast [1], [13], [14]. when The post arc current consisting of electron and ion current is
shown in figure 2.2.

ielectrons

figure 2.2 The post arc current consisting or electron- and ion
current

2.2. Current interruption when the arc was constricted

With increasing current an additional arcing voltage appears superimposed on the low current
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arcing voltage Vo' the arcing voltage becomes Varc=Vo+Glare [3]. The voltage (Glare) is due
to a starvation of ions which causes a disturbance of the neutrality in the expanding plasma
zone between the ionisation zone and the anode. This arc column voltage accelerates the
electrons on their way to the anode and increases their kinetic energy. Thus during arcing the
anode is bombarded by electrons with an increasing energy as current increases. Due to the
increasing energy input with rising current the temperature rise of the anode also increases. If
the anode temperature exceeds the melting temperature of the anode material melting of the
electrode material takes place and metal vapour is released. Some of this metal vapour is
ionized by the incoming electrons. The resulting positive ions and the higher local plasma
density at that spot causes a constriction of the vacuum arc. In this way the constricted or
anode spot mode is initiated which dramatically changes the appearance of the vacuum arc.

The starvation of ions and thus the factor G rises linearly with the gaplength resulting in a
higher arc column voltage at longer gaps than at shorter gaps. This results in a lower mode
transition current at longer gaps compared with shorter gaps. The instant at which the mode
transition from diffuse to constricted arc takes place depends on the instantaneous current, on
the power input in the milliseconds before that instant, on the gaplength and on the thermal
properties of the anode material. In chapter four an anode temperature model is presented
based on these considerations.

The anode spot established on the anode when the arc is constricted dramatically changes
conditions for interruption by introducing a second source of metal vapour apart from the
cathode. The thermal time constant is such (in the order of milliseconds) that the anode spot
can continue to produce metal vapour after current zero. Moreover - just as with interrupting
a diffuse vacuum arc - the anode spot is the target for ion bombardment once recovery begins.
Thus the probability of reignition and of formation of a cathode spot on the former anode is
greatly increased when the arc acted in the constricted mode.

Not only the formation but also the behaviour of an anode spot at current zero depends
besides on current peak and gaplength on the used anode material.
A refractory material like tungsten has a very low vapour pressure which implies a very high
cathode spot temperature to produce sufficient vapour to make arcing possible. Because of the
high temperature the anode spot can still emit vapour after current zero, decreasing the
dielectric strength.
At the other hand materials like lead and zinc have a high vapour pressure which lead to
great amounts of vapour at a relatively low temperature. Because this materials can still emit
vapour at low temperatures the anode spot can still emit vapour after current zero, also
decreasing dielectric strength. It is obvious that both high and low vapour pressure materials
are not the ideal contact materials, the ideal material is a midway between them like copper.
Copper has excellent interruption properties indeed but has disadvantages as a high chopping
level and contact welding with closing the vacuum circuit breaker. Therefore copper-alloys and
other alloys are used as contact material. The development of new materials is still going on
and is subject of investigation. In chapter five interruption measurements are done in order to
compare copper, copper-chrome and the new alloy silver-tungsten-carbide (AgWC).
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3. Experimental arrangement; the synthetic circuit

To investigate the behaviour of vacuum circuit breakers while interrupting a short circuit
current the circuit breaker has to be tested under the same conditions as occur in real
networks. Thus a short circuit current has to be generated and immediately after the
interruption of this current a transient recovery voltage (TRV) has to be built up over the
contacts which are separated while the short circuit current is flowing. A lot of investigations
are done with fixed gaps which makes a lot of difference for the appearance of the vacuum
arc.

The vacuum circuit breakers that has to be tested are medium voltage circuit breakers with a
nominal voltage in the order of Unom=10kV and have a maximum interrupting current up to
about isc=40kA. With this order of interrupting power a direct test circuit needs extremely big
components. Because of this usually a synthetic circuit is used which means that the high short
circuit current and the high TRV-voltage are fed by two different circuits. This chapter deals
with such a synthetic circuit named a Weil-Dobke circuit consisting of a high current supplying
part coupled with a high voltage supplying part.

3.1. The high current part of the synthetic circuit

The aim of this high current circuit is to supply a 50Hz main current with a maximum value of
about Imain=50kA. Because this main current flows only one half cycle it may have a damped
character. In principal the high is a LC-resonance-loop, as shown in figure 3.1.

Trafo lOkV/400V

BOOkVa Dy 5 ek=4%

figure 3.1 The high current part of the synthetic circuit

r..••
---+

veo

The capacitance of this LC-loop is formed by a capacitor battery of 8 capacitors of ll1JLF
parallel (C=888JLF in total), witch can be charged to maximum voltage of 15kV.
The inductance of the LC-loop is formed by the short circuit impedance of a distribution
transformer (10kV/400V, S=800kVA, €sc=3.64%, !1y 5). This transformer is used to reach
the maximum current of about l main=50kA; without the transformer the capacitor battery
should have been much greater witch would cause huge practical problems [22].
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The transformer is used single-phased by putting two primary windings in parallel (the phases
U and W) and by short circuiting the third (phase V). Secondary the phases u and ware put
in series and the phase v is also short circuited. In this arrangement the transformer has a
selfinductance of l.".=%Lsc(phase)=21.5mH (reduced on primary) and a ratio between secondary
and main current of n=imamlic=22.7.
A disadvantage of using the transformer is the low. effective source voltage on the secondary
side. Because of this low effective source voltage the arcing voltage of the vacuum circuit
breaker causes some current deformation, especially if the capacitor battery is charged to a
low voltage.

Before each experiment the test vacuum circuit breaker (VCB) is closed. Is the capacitor
battery (C) charged and next decharged over the transformer by closing the low oil volume
circuit breaker (S) a damped sinusoidal current starts to flow. For the peak value of the
current imai.a reached on 1J4·Tmaia can be written:

U -a Tprim

1 . = n--C_e 4
pnm W Lt tr

with 1f. =-
pnm 27T

1 R 2
-----
LtrC 4Ltr

and R
a=--

2Ltr
(3.1)

In this fmai.a is the frequency and a is the damping of the main current.

With the values:

follows:

l.".=21.5mH
C=89Op.F
R=Rk(lrafo)= 1.490
Uc=15kV

fmai.a=36.4Hz
a = 34.7s-t

imai.a=54.7kA
(dimau/dt)current zero= 12.5N/-Ls.

A current measurement at full capacitor charge is shown in figure 3.2. The measured current
peak is imai.a=50.7 kA and the measured frequency is fmai.a=36Hz.
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Chapter 3: Experimental arrangement; the synthetic circuit

! '0

Il& 40..
t '0

20

'0

-'0

-20

-'0

-40 0'----2:--'••=--7'----=7-'=-.'----='':-0--:,c:c',.-=-.----:':-"----=-=17:'-::.'----=2LO --:,c:c',.-=-.----:':-"----=-='7:'-::••----=.LO -:'::-'2.-=-.----:':-..-----:-:,,:'-::.'----='':-0-.::-',.-=-.----:':-••-----:-:.,:'-::••:----'
----? t [msJ

figure 3.2 The main current (t_I.=SO.7kA) at full capacitor charge (offset is caused by the current
measuring system, see chapter 3.5.).

The aim - to generate a current with a maximum value of i main=50kA and a frequency of
about f.....in=50Hz - is reached in a reasonable way. The lower frequency simulates the
switching of asymmetrical current.

3.2. The TRV-voltage part of the synthetic circuit

In medium voltage distribution networks the transient recovery voltage that appears immedi
ately after interrupting a short circuit current can reach almost the double of the magnitude of
the nominal voltage. The TRV frequency depends on the distribution network parameters and
is in the order of fTRv=10kHz. In the standard IEC 56 for each nominal voltage a minimum
TRV-voltage is described. This standard is the starting point for the design of the TRV-circuit.
To fulfill the TRV-voltage requirements for nominal voltages of 7.2kV and 12kV, the peak of
the TRV-voltage has to reach about 20kV and the frequency has to be about 7kHz. For the
investigation of the interruption behaviour higher TRV's until about uTRv::::::25kV and
fTRv::::::30kHz is choosen.

So the aim of the TRV-voltage circuit is to generate a voltage with a magnitude of about
uTRv::::::25kV and a frequency of about fTRv::::::30kHz over the opening circuit breaker immedi
ately after current zero. This voltage has to be negative after a positive half cycle of the short
circuit current, just as in real networks. For the TRV-voltage circuit a LC-resonance loop is
used also, as represented in figure 3.3.
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LJ
n/SG L
I ~ ,1------1 Y Y y'--_----,

+

figure 3.3 The TRV-voltage part or the synthetic circuit

+

The circuit consist of a capacitor Cr=27.8/LF (maximum charge voltage: uer=15kV), an
inductance L=lmH...3.56mH (maximum current 2.5kA) and a capacitor Cmv=20nF...250nF
which is much smaller than Cr. The inductance L is a combination of coils which are placed in
a toroidal frame.
Is Cr being charged and next discharged over Land Cmv by triggering the spark gap (SG) a
sinusoidal current starts flowing in the loop Cr, L, SG and Cmv (VCB I is opened) following:

i(t) = U~(O) ·sin( cuTRvt) with
o

C - Cr· Cmv -r
v - C + C -"-'TRV

r TRV
(3.2)

with (3.2) results for the transient recovery voltage over the opened vacuum circuit breaker
(=voltage over Cmv):

1cu =--
TRV vr:c: (3.3)

In here the damping is neglected because only the first half period of the restriking voltage is
important to the investigation.

With the values:

follows:

Cr=27.8/LF
L=1.3mH
Cmv=20nF (Cmv < Cr)
Uer(0)=15kV

uTRv:::::30kV
fTRv=32kHz
dUTRv/dt=uTRv·2{fTRv=1.9kV//Ls (=RRTRV after current zero).

A measurement of the TRV-voltage with Cr fully charged until 15kV is shown in figure 3.4.
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Chapter 3: Experimental arrangement; the synthetic circuit

The measured TRV frequency equals the calculated value; fTRv=32kHz. The maximum TRV
voltage is 25kV, somewhat lower than calculated due to damping. The resulting RRTRV is
1.6kV/JLS.

;-
~

~ 5..
:> ,.

15

,.
•• D 50 100 150 200 250 ]00 350 tOO 4.'0 500 550 600 650 700 750 800 850 gOO P50 1000

Snr.:26500 -27500 t [u••c.]

figure 3.4 The TRV voltage (li11l.v=25kV, fnr.v=32kHz) with the capacitor Cr fully charged to 15kV

With this the TRV-voltage part of the synthetic circuit meets the requirements. If necessary
even higher TRV-frequencies can be reached with a smaller capacitor Cmv.

3.3. Coupling the high current- and the TRV-voltage circuit

In the preceding paragraphs both a high current circuit and a TRV-voltage circuit are realised.
Now these two circuits have to be coupled to form a synthetic circuit - a standard Weil-Dobke
circuit - as shown in figure 3.5 [23].
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•

figure 3.5 Principal parts of the Weil-Dobke synthetic circuit

On the left hand side the high current supplying circuit and on the right the TRV-voltage
supplying circuit can be recognized; VCB I is the vacuum circuit breaker to be tested.
The vacuum circuit breaker to be tested (VCB I) has a demountable vacuum chamber in
which different contacts can be mounted.

During the first half cycle of the main current both the vacuum circuit breakers are opened by
mechanical opening mechanisms. These mechanisms have to meet opening- and contact force
requirements. Contact force is necessary because - in the pilot series of measurements - it was
observed that arcing before the operation of the opening mechanism took place (see chapter
5). The used mechanical operating mechanism is described in appendix C. It is an existing
opening mechanism which is modified to add sufficient contact force in closed position.

There are two important things that has to be taken care of by coupling the two parts of the
synthetic circuit. The first one is that the TRV-voltage has to rise immediately after current
zero in the same way as it does in real networks. This is provided by applying the current
injection method as described below. The second important thing is that the high current part
and the TRV-voltage part of the synthetic circuit has to be isolated from each other at the
moment the TRV-voltage comes up. This is provided by the isolation circuit breaker (VCB
II), which is a Toshiba vacuum interrupter bottle (SVB lOM40E; rated 12kV; 40kA short
circuit current).

Before the test the capacitor battery C is charged to Uc(0), the capacitor Cr is charged
positive until +Uer(O) and the vacuum circuit breakers are closed. First the high main current
starts by closing circuit breaker S as described in paragraph 3.1. During the first half cycle - at
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Chapter 3: Experimental arrangement; the synthetic circuit

an adjustable moment - both the vacuum circuit breakers VCB I and VCB II are opened. The
main current (W continues and just before current zero of this main current the spark gap
(SG) is triggered. Then a sinusoidal current (the injection current ~) will start to flow in the
loop Cr , Land VCB I which still conducts on that moment. This injection current ~ delays
the current zero of the current through VCB I. The current declining rate is adjusted at the
maximum current declining rate from the high main current (dimau/dt=12.5NJLs). The
magnitude and frequency of the injection current follow from:

I = and 1f.. =---
mJ 27T/LCr (3.4)

With the values:

follows:

Cr =27.8JLF
L=I.27mH
Uer(O) = 15kV

liDj=2.2kA
fiDj = 847Hz
(dim/dt)current zero= 11.7NJLs.

By delaying current zero in the test circuit breaker (VCB I) and not in the backup circuit
breaker (VCB II) the arc in VCB II will extinguish sooner than it does in VCB I. So at
current zero in VCB I a good isolation between high current and TRV-voltage part is already
provided by VCB II.

At current zero of the injection current the arc in VCB I will extinguish and at this moment
the capacitor voltage Ver has become Ver=-Ver(O) (damping neglected). From this moment on
the test vacuum circuit breaker VCB I will isolate and the TRV capacitor Cmv is no longer
short circuited anymore by the arc in VCB I. Now a small current will flow in the loop Cr ,

Cmv and L and the negative TRV-voltage will occur over the TRV capacitor Cmv and thus
over the test circuit breaker (VCB I) also as described in paragraph 3.2.

The aim of the inductance (Ld=32p.H) is to limit the high frequency reignition current in the
loop Cmv - VCB I when a reignition takes place. The inductance Ld is inserted to limit the
output voltage of the Rogowskicoil (see chapter 3.5) which rises with dijdt. The small
inductance Ld does not affect the working of the synthetic circuit as described.

A typical example of an interruption measurement is shown in figure 3.6. A global measure
ment is given in figure 3.6.a which shows the total current through VCB I, the arcing voltage,
the light intensity and the gaplength as function of time. In figure 3.6.b a detailed measure
ment of the current and voltage around current zero is presented. Details about measuring
methods are given in chapter 3.5.
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figure 3.6.a A typical example or a measurement with the synthetic circuit

upper trace:
second trace:
third trace:
bottom trace:

the current through the tested vacuum circuit breaker (VCB I)
the arcing voltage over the vacuum circuit breaker
the light intensity emitted through the vacuum arc
the contact distance between the two contacts

The current through the vacuum circuit breaker - the upper trace· follows a sinewave with a
frequency of about 36Hz, as in figure 3.2. After the moment from contact separation the main
current is deformated somewhat due to the arcing voltage which decreases the effective source
voltage of the circuit. Just before current zero the injection current starts flowing delaying the
current zero in VCB I. The injection current has a measured peak value of iiDj=1.9kA and a
frequency of 847Hz causing a declining rate at current zero of di/dt=10.lNJ,Ls in good
agreement with the calculations.
At current zero a reignition takes place which can be seen in detail in figure 3.6.b. With the
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Chapter 3: Experimental arrangement; the synthetic circuit

arcing voltage - the second trace - and the light intensity - the third trace - the mode in which
the vacuum arc acts can be determined. The gaplength - the bottom trace of figure 3.6.a 
shows a little variation due to mechanical vibration. Further more at the current zeros of the
injection current EMC distorsion can be seen. Care is taken to minimise this distortion.
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figure 3.6.b A typical example at a fast measurement around current zero

upper trace:
bottom trace:

the TRV-voltage across the VCB after current zero
the current through the tested vacuum circuit breaker (VCB I)

Figure 3.6.b. shows current and voltage around current zero in detail. The measured current
declining rate before current zero is lO.lNp.s and the measured voltage rising rate immedi
ately after current zero is RRTRV is 1.6kV/p.s.
Mer current zero the post arc current can be seen. During this post arc current the TRV
voltage begins to rise. It is clear that a dielectric reignition takes place; a sufficiently high
voltage is necessary to initiate the reignition. Thermal reignitions - which occur already during
the post arc current before the TRV-voltage rises - are hardly seen. On both current and
voltage instabilities can be seen which are discussed in chapter 5.
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3.4. Controlling the synthetic circuit

It is clear that a good timing is very important to let the synthetic circuit work well. The
requirered timing sequence is discussed in the following (remind figures 3.5 and 3.6).

a. Closing the vacuum circuit breakers (VCB I and II) and charging the capacitors C and Cr

Before the test the circuit breakers are closed with air pressure actuators and the capacitors
C and Cr are charged up to at maximum 15kV with high voltage charge equipment.

b. Closing the low oil volume switch (S)

The main current starts when the switch S is closed. This switch is triggered by a micropro
cessor controlled controller. With this controller delays can be adjusted with a maximum
accuracy of 8J.Ls. The tripping time of the low oil volume circuit breaker is about 90ms with
a variance of O.5ms.

Co Opening of the two vacuum switches (VCB I and VCB II)

While the contact distance at current zero is a parameter in the investigation it has to be
adjustable. The opening velocity and the moment that the circuit breaker opens has to be
accurate. The opening velocity of about 1m/s is achieved by the operating mechanism
(appendix C) and varies not to much (see figure C.3, appendix C). The opening moment of
the vacuum circuit breaker follows after a delay adjusted with the controller mentioned
above. The accuracy of this moment with regard to the high current is limited by the
variance of the low oil volume switch of about O.5ms; this results in a gap variance of about
O.5mm at current zero.

d. Trigger the spark gap

While the duration of the injection current is about O.6ms the accuracy of the trigger
moment has to be about O.lms. This is achieved by synchronising the trigger signal with the
high main current. About O.3ms before the current zero of this - when the main current
falls under a certain level - a trigger unit triggers the spark gap. Therefore the output of the
integrator from the Rogowskicoil is used. This output is always drifting which formed a
difficulty. This is solved by applying a low pass filter - a capacitor in combination with the
input resistance from the trigger unit - with a very low transition frequency of about 1Hz
before triggering as shown in figure 3.7.
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Integrator

c

R..Tri~er
umt

Triggersignal

to spark gap.

figure 3.7 Synchronising the triggering or the spark gap with the main current.

3.5. Measuring methods

The interrupting behaviour of vacuum circuit breakers is influenced by many parameters(see
chapter 2). To get a good insight and to collect sufficient information of this interrupting
behaviour these parameters have to be measured. In the investigation the following parame
ters are measured:

• the current through the vacuum circuit breaker (VCB I)
• the arcing voltage over VCB I during the arcing time
• the transient recovery voltage over VCB I after current zero
• the post arc current immediately after current zero
• the gaplength at current zero
• the light intensity of the arc
• the pressure in the vacuum chamber
• the mass of the electrodes.

The measuring methods that have been used are described in the following. Specifications of
the used equipment are given in appendix A. An example of the different measurements is
given in figure 3.6.

a. Measuring the current through the vacuum circuit breaker

First the high main current (Imam=50kA, fmam=36Hz) and later the injection current
(linj=2kA, finj=847Hz) flows through the circuit breaker. This current is measured with a
Rogowski-coil in combination with an active integrator designed at KEMA. With self made
passive attenuators the sensitivity of the Rogowski coil in combination with the integrator
can be switched between:
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• without attenuator:
• with 2x attenuator:
• with 5x attenuator:

2.43 kAN
4.84 kAN
11.5 kAN.

b. Measuring the TRV-voltage

The TRV-voltage (about 25kV) is measured with a Tektronix P6015 1:1000 voltage divider.
The output of this voltage probe is attenuated lOx again to get a signal in the range 0 
2.5V. This was necessary because the input of the Bakker-oscilloscope has a fixed input
range from 0-5V.

Co Measuring the arcing voltage

The arcing voltage (about 20V) is measured with a Tektronix P6015 1:1000 voltage divider.
In normal cases a voltage of 20V can be measured easily but in a this case the difficulty is
the great difference in magnitude between the arcing- and TRV-voltage. This great dynamic
range forced us to use a 1:1000 divider. The resulting signal of about 20mV causes some
problems with accurate measuring of the arcing voltage and therefore EMC measures have
been achieved to avoid excessive noise.

d. Measuring the post arc current

The post arc current has a peak value in the order of 1A in great contrast with the peak
values of the main current imam which can reach 50kA and the injection current iinj which
reaches 2kA. By putting the post arc current transformer - a Pearson current probe - in the
injection circuit the probe has to withstand the iinj=2kA and about 0.5ms after this the
current transformer has to measure the post arc current accurately. To fulfill this a 0.01VIA
current probe is used in combination with a clipping device with two arrays of 10 fast
diodes anti parallel which clip the output voltage of the current probe at about 0.7V; see
figure 3.8.

i· .mJ

D1 D2

Pearson
0.01 VIA

figure 3.8 Clipped post arc current measurement [21)
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The maximum output voltage of the current probe at the instant of current peak of liDj = 2kA
is Vpeanoll=20V. At this moment the current through the diodes is (VPearsoll-VDiodc) / Rpeanoll=
(20-0.7)V/SOfi=0.39A. Available from [21] was a device where the two diodes 01 and 02
each consist of 10 diodes parallel. Each separate diode can conduct a repetitive forward
current of 225mA maximum.

With the sensitivity of the oscilloscope (Le Croy 9300) is set at SOmV/div, the maximum of
the signal equals 14 divisions; with this it is assumed that the input amplifiers of the
oscilloscope aren't overloaded, from this no data of is available. The 8 bit oscilloscope
provides 32 levels/div; with this for the accuracy of the post arc current measurement results
32 levels / SA which is enough for our application.

e. Measuring the gaplength at current zero

The gaplength - the distance between the two contacts at current zero - is measured with a
fast laser displacement measuring system. The output of this system is set on an
oscilloscope to get a distance versus time diagram as shown in figure 3.6 and appendix B.
The accuracy of the laser system is 0.2mm. As can be seen in figure 3.6 the output of the
laser is contaminated by some interference caused by the injection current. Though this
distortion the gaplength can be measured accurately.

f. Measuring the light intensity emitted through the vacuum arc

The intensity of the light emitted from the vacuum arc is measured with one glass fibre in
combination with a photo diode and an amplifier. The vacuum tube has two glasses through
which the arc (and the state of the contacts) can be observed. By putting the signal on the
oscilloscope the light intensity can be observed as a function of time.
The measuring method is still experimental; in a later phase of the investigations a very fast
camera (array of 16x10 photocells; 16000 pictures-memory; 1 picture/jLs; 4 bit/photocell) 
developed at KEMA - will be used.

g. Measuring the pressure in the vacuum chamber

The pressure in the vacuum chamber is measured by measuring the current of a 1 Vs ion
getter pump which maintained the pressure in the vacuum tube below 10-5 Pa. Immediately
after a test the pressure is decreased significant with a factor of 10···1000, depending on the
magnitude of the current and the arcing time. The time interval between each experiment is
chosen carefully in order to begin each test with the same pressure of 10-5 Pa.

h. Measuring the electrode mass

The mass of the electrodes is measured before and after a series of interruption measure
ments. The weight is measured with a balance having an accuracy of 0.1mg.
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4. Transition from diffuse to constricted vacuum arc

If the vacuum arc current exceeds a certain transition current the arc will act in the con
stricted or anode spot mode associated with melting of the anode material. This electrode
melting may cause reignitions and may damage the electrodes. The development of the
constricted arc mode is closely correlated with melting of the anode material which occurs
when the anode temperature reaches the melting temperature of the anode material.
The temperature rise of the anode depends on many factors:

• thermal properties of the anode material
• magnitude of the arc current
• opening moment (arcing time) and opening velocity
• contact geometry.

It is clear that the constricted arc mode has to be avoided and therefore an insight in the
transition behaviour between the diffuse and constricted mode is important. In this chapter a
theoretical analysis will be given of an anode temperature model to predict anode spot
formation. Further the calculation results of this model are compared with measurements in
order to get an insight in the appearance of the mode transition.

4.1. Anode temperature model to predict anode spot formation

In the following it is attempted to calculate the temperature rise of the anode due to the
interrupting of a short circuit current. The idea of the model is taken from Rich et al. [9] and
Jolly [8] and is based on a power density balance at the anode surface. The energy input from
the arc into the anode as well as the energy loss from the anode are determined. With these
power in- and output the anode temperature can be calculated using heat conduction theory.

For the power density balance at the anode surface can be written:

E
J. (4) + ~) + E .Y = Pdif + Prad + Pe n n eva

(4.1)

With: J:
4>:
Ee:

e:
En:
Y:•
Pdif:
Prad:

Peva:

electron current density [Nm2
]

anode work function M
average electron kinetic energy at the anode surface [J]
electron charge [C]
average neutral kinetic energy at the anode surface [J]
neutral particle flux striking the anode [l/(m2s)]
energy lost due to diffusion of heat into the anode [W/m2

]

energy lost due to radiation from the anode surface [W/m2
]

energy lost due to evaporation from the anode surface [W/m2
].
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The terms on the left handside sum the power input from the arc into the anode; the terms
on the right are the power losses from the anode. As long as the arc is in the diffuse mode
radiation and evaporation from the anode is small and thus neglected, thus energy loss from
the anode is assumed to be due to diffusion only.

For the voltage V. over a diffuse vacuum arc it is found experimentally [3]:

Varc == Vo + G·larc (4.2)

with: Yo:
G:

small current arcing voltage; dependent of cathode material (eu: Vo=21.5V)
constant independent of I.re,; dependent of contact geometry (G CIC gaplength).

At small currents (up to about IkA) the arcing voltage equals Vo and depends on the cathode
material only. With this small currents the electrons and neutrals striking the anode get their
kinetic energy by the expansion through the pressure gradient between the ionisation region
and the background pressure as mentioned in paragraph 2.1. Electrode heating measurements
done at 30A and 600A (low current: Yare = Vo ) showed that a fraction of 0.688 from the
electrical input energy is dissipated at the anode [8]. This results in:

Ee En
¢ + -+ - == 0.688V

e e 0
(4.3)

With the work function for copper of ¢=4.5IV and a low current arcing voltage of Vo=21.5V
follows:

Ee En
-+ - == c·V == 0.478·Veel 0 0

(4.4)

Where c; =0.478 is the fraction of the cathode fall Vo that is converted into kinetic energy.
The term c;·Vo is independent of the arc current.

If the current increases a voltage drop of Glare appears over the expanding plasma zone (the
arc column). A fraction ~ of this voltage drop is converted into kinetic energy and accelerates
electrons at their way to the anode. For this factor the value ~=0.588 is used, just as done in
[8]. The factor G is linear dependent of the gaplength (d), so from now on G' will be used
following:

G(t) == G I·d(t) == G I·V·t (4.5)

assuming a constant opening velocity. With the experimental factor G taken from [3]
(G=6.Imfi at d=1O.0mm and contact radius r=1.25cm) the result G'=0.6I film is adopted.

The terms c;·Vo + ~·G'· v·Hare correspond to the terms J. EJe + V.·E. of equation (4.1).

For the current density J(t) can be written:
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(4.6)

With c; the current concentration factor when the arc is still diffuse and r the anode radius.
For this factor is taken C;=4.985 which is determined in [8].

The current is assumed to be sinusoidal: IlIfC(t) = j·sin(W lIfC·t).

With the power density balance (4.1) and formulas (4.3), (4.4) and (4.6) the power input
density Pin at the anode surface can be determined.

(4.7)

The power input at the anode starts after the moment of contact opening. So equation (4.7) is
valid from t=Tarj2-tare until Tarj2.

As said before the power loss at the anode is assumed to be due to diffusion only. For the
classical heat diffusion equation in an infinite solid follows [12]:

v2 T(r,t) - ~. aT~,t) = 0

which becomes in one dimension:

&T(x,t) _ !. aT(x,t) = 0
ax 2 a at

Two boundary conditions follow from:

• the 'heat flow' in the anode at x=O equals Pin

• the temperature far away from the anode surface stays To

(4.8)

(4.9)

k· aT(x,t) I = Pin(t)
ax x = 0

and lim T(x,t) = To
x......

(4.10)

in these equations are: T:
k:
p:
c:
a:
Pin:

anode temperature [K]
thermal conductivity [W/(m·K)]
mass density [kglm3

]

specific heat [J/(kg·K)]
thermal diffusion constant [m2/s] a=k I (p·c)
power input density from the arc into the anode [W/m2

].
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This equation can be solved using the Laplace transform and the convolution theorem.

time domain ... Laplace domain

T(x,t)

&T(x,t) _ !. aT(x,t) = 0
ax 2 a at

...

...
T(x,s)

&T(x,s)

ax 2

s- - ·T(x,s) = 0
a

(4.11)

This last equation in the Laplace domain is a second ~rder differential equation with a
solution of the form:

T(x,s) = A·e -~ + B·e +j!

From the boundary conditions (4.10) results:

(4.12)

B=O

A = Pin(s) ·e~

k.~

(2th boundary condition)

(l st boundary condition)

and

(4.13)

Combining (4.12) and (4.13) yields:

T(x,s) = 1 . Pin(s)

Vk·p ·c IS
(4.14)

This solution (4.14) can be transformed backwards to the time domain using the convolution
theorem:

time domain ... Laplace domain

f(t) * g(t) ... f(s)· g(s)

1 1 (4.15)
-- ... -

br·t IS
T(x,t) =

1 1 T(x,s) = 1 . Pin(s). -*Pin(t) ...
Vk·p ·c V7T •t Vk·p ·c IS
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The solution for T(x,t) in the time domain is a convolution from PiJI(t) with IN1. The
convolution integral becomes (T(x,t) is in fact a temperature difference thus it will be replaced
by T(x,t)-Tofrom now on).

T(x,t) - To = ~:::;:1===
{rr'k'p 'c

(4.16)

Combining (4.16) and equation (4.7) for PiJI(t) results in the following expression for the
anode temperature:

(4.17)

and

Equation (4.17) is an integral with the integration variable 'T' and the time variable t in the
integrand. Thus in order to calculate the anode temperature as a function of time the integral
has to be calculated for each point of time separately. The integral is evaluated numerically
with the Gauf3-Legendre method, programmed in Turbo-Pascal as shown in appendix D. In
the calculating program the arcing time tare and the current peak i are used as input data.
Further, the thermal constants of copper that are inserted are:

k=385 W/(m'K)
p=8950 kg/m3

c=380 J/(kg'K)

For the opening speed is taken v=l m/s (measured value).
The other constants used in the model are described above; the values are:

Vo=21.5V
¢=4.51V
<;=0.478
~=0.588

~=4.985.

From the moment that anode melting occurs the model isn't suitable anymore because then
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the evaporating of particles forms an additional cooling mechanism. Results from the
calculations are discussed in the next paragraph where they are compared with experimental
observations of the vacuum arc.

4.2. Model calculations compared with experimental observations

Calculations with the described model are carried out to investigate the vacuum arc behaviour
at the transition from the diffuse to the constricted arc mode. The calculation results are
compared with measurements with the same current peak and contact opening moment. The
measurements are carried out with the synthetic circuit described in chapter 3 with copper
electrodes having a diameter of 30mm. The comparison of model and experiment is done at
two arcing times of tarc=6ms and tarc= l2ms at three different current values.

In figure 4.1, trace B the arcing voltage and the light intensity are shown with an arcing time
of tarc=13ms. The current peak in this measurement is larc=6.7kA.

Just after contact opening the arcing voltage is smooth and has a value of about Varc=25V. A
time of 2.9ms after contact separation the arcing voltage shows fluctuations with maxima of
about 20V superimposed on the smooth arcing voltage. From many publications it is obvious
that this indicates a transition from the diffuse arc mode into the constricted arc mode [1], [2],
[3], [5], [6]. With the model of the preceding paragraph the anode temperature is calculated at
the same circumstances as the measurement. For the arcing time is taken tarc=12ms and for
the current peak is taken larc=6.7kA (the opening moment and current peak corresponds with
the measurement; the difference in arcing time is due to the deformation of the current from
an ideal sinusoidal one, because of the arcing voltage as described in chapter 3). The calcula
tion result is shown in figure 4.2, trace B.
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figure 4.1 Three measurements of arcing voltage (upper traces, 20V/div) and light intensity (lower traces) for
three peak current values. Arcing time is kept around t..=12ms.
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figure 4.2 Calculated anode temperature with experimental parameters as in figure
4.1. a, b and Co H the temperature exceeds the melting temperature the model isn't
suitable anymore.

As can be seen the anode temperature reaches the melting temperature of copper
Tmc\t=1092°C at a time of 3.1ms after contact separation. At this point the transition from
diffuse into constricted mode is expected which agrees very well with the measurement.

A measurement at i arc=4.1kA at about the same arcing time tarc=12.4ms results in a smooth
arcing voltage and light intensity during all the time the arc burns. With this current peak and
arcing time the model calculates that the melting temperature is reached after 4ms. Consider
ing the smooth voltage and light intensity the arc remains in the diffuse mode. The model
however calculates that the melting temperature of tmc\t=1092°C is exceeded (see figure 4.2,
trace A); however not fast. This disagreement shows the limited accuracy of the model.
Though the calculated temperature isn't very accurate, the model gives a gives a good indicati
on of the anode temperature.

At i ar<:=lO.4kA and tar<:=11.9ms the arcing voltage and light intensity show fluctuations after a
delay of 1.2ms (see figure 4.1, curve C). As can be seen in figure 4.2, trace C the model
predicts that the anode temperature has reached the melting point of copper after O.9ms
which agrees with the measurement.

Figure 4.3 shows three measurements again, this time with an arcing time of tar<:~6.0ms and
three different current peaks.
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figure 4.3 Three measurements of arcing voltage (upper traces, lOV/div) and light intensity (lower traces) for
three peak current values. Arcing time is kept around t-=6ms.
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With a lower current peak of larc=4.7kA both the arcing voltage and the light intensity stay
smooth indicating a diffuse arc (see figure 4.3, trace D). The model calculates a maximum
temperature of TallOde=900°C in this case as shown in figure 4.4 trace D, so that the melting
temperature isn't reached. Here the experiment and the model agree about the diffuse arc
mode.
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1800 F E
i=10.4kA i=8.7kA

1600

HOO

U 1200 T(melt) copper
.:
~ 1000

D i=4.7kA3
800

I-
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0
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

t [ms]

figure 4.4 Calculated anode temperature with experimental parameters as in figure
4.3 d, e and C. H the temperature exceeds the melting temperature the model isn't
suitable anymore.

When the current peak is iarc=8.7kA the arcing voltage stays smooth. The light intensity
however shows fluctuations at 0.5ms after contact separation (see figure 4.3, trace E).
According to the model the melting temperature of the anode is reached within 0.2ms (see
figure 4.4, curve E).

With a higher current peak of iarc=10.4kA and 6.5ms arcing time the same occurs as at 8.7kA;
the arcing voltage stays smooth and the light intensity is rough and fluctuating (figure 4.3,
curve F). The anode reaches the melting temperature almost immediately (figure 4.4, curve
F).

The measured and calculated results are summarized in table 4.1:
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Chapter 4: Transition from diffuse to constricted vacuum arc

tare [ms] tare [kA] onset of light I voltage fluctuations figure

measured calculated

12.4 4.1 . 3.8 4.1 & 4.2 A

13.0 6.7 2.9 3.1 4.1 & 4.2 B

11.9 10.4 1.2 0.9 4.1 & 4.2 C

4.8 4.7 - - 4.3 & 4.4 D

6.0 8.7 0.5 0.2 4.3 & 4.4 E

6.5 10.4 0 0 4.3 & 4.4 F
table 4.1. Summary of tbe measurement and calculation results

4.3. Discussion of the results

From the observation of the arcing voltage, the light intensity and the anode temperatures
follows that at long arcing times (tarc~13ms) the constricted arc is accompanied by fluctuations
on both the arcing voltage and the light intensity. At shorter arcing times (tarc~6ms) the arc
manifests itself in a fluctuating light intensity and a smooth arcing voltage. In the latter case
one may have doubt of the arc being constricted or diffuse. At these shorter arcing times the
model predicts a very fast temperature rise after contact opening far exceeding the melting
temperature. This is due to the fact the opening moment occurs just at the peak of the current
and suggests that the arc will be in the constricted mode immediately.

The different behaviour of vacuum arcs in the constricted mode implies different constricted
arcing modes. Indeed in the literature [5], [6] different constricted arcing modes are described.
In some cases the arcing voltage is smooth and in other cases the arcing voltage fluctuates.

A fluctuating arcing voltage occurs when instabilities takes place. The arc has a great power to
sustain; when there is not enough plasma for the arc to burn the high voltage provides a rising
power input to the anode and more metal vapour will be released. Thus a fluctuating arcing
voltage occurs when the mode transition from diffuse to constricted happens slowly. When the
mode transition is very fast - which occurs when contacts are separated at high instantaneous
current - the arcing voltage stays smooth.

The results can be entered in a dynamic current-gaplength diagram - the arc appearance
diagram - in which the transitions from diffuse to constricted arcing and vice versa can be
indicated [4]. In figure 4.5 this diagram is shown, giving both the calculated and (estimated)
measured boundaries.
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figure 4.5 Arc appearance diagram

The diagram shows the dynamic current-gaplength way from the 6 interruption measurements
described before. The measured points are the intersections of the thick solid line with the
current-gap]ength lines. An interruption starts at the horizontal axis at the moment from
contact separation and ends at the vertically axis at the gaplength at current zero. If the solid
line is passed the arc mode changes from the diffuse into the constricted arcing mode
according to the measurements. Is the dashed line is passed the arc changes mode according
to the model calculations. The transition from constricted into diffuse mode is given for the
measurements only. In the constricted mode the model is not suitable anymore so no
calculated transition from constricted to diffuse arcing can be given.
From figure 4.5 it can be seen that there is a region in which the arc acts in the constricted
mode. The measured transition into the constricted mode corresponds reasonable with the
calculated transition. It also corresponds with the transition region measured by Paulus [4].
Before current zero - if the current declines - the arc always comes back in the diffuse mode
for a few milliseconds. During this diffuse arcing the anode spot cools down and at current
zero the anode spot temperature might be lowered so far that no vapour is released anymore
but it at the other hand it might still be so hot that vapour is emitted indeed. In the latter case
the interruption probability is influenced and breakdown voltage of the vacuum circuit breaker
is lowered. In chapter 5 interruption measurements are done to investigate this influence.
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5. Current interruption measurements

The measurements to investigate the high current interrupting behaviour of vacuum circuit
breakers are carried out with TUE's standard vacuum chambers. The vacuum chamber has
two observation ports, a connection for a vacuum pump which is used by the preparation of
the chamber and a connection for an ion-getter pump which is used continuously during the
measurements to maintain a pressure below P=1,3·1O-s Pa (=10-7 Torr). A drawing of the
vacuum chamber is given in appendix B. In this vacuum chamber different contacts have been
used. First TUE's CuCr-75/25 contacts with a diameter of D=25mm have been used for pilot
measurements, at that moment (September 1994) the Toshiba contacts had not arrived yet.
The pilot measurements are carried out to check the ability of the experimental arrangement
and as an introduction into the investigation.
The main results from the pilot series of measurements where:

• For a reasonable reignition probability the current declining rate has to be
di/dt=10.6NJLs and the TRV-strength is set at 25kV, 32kHz (RRTRV=l.6kV/JLs).

• Arcing took place before operating of the opening mechanism due to electromagnetic
popping forces, see figures 5.l.a and b. Thus larger contact pressure is necessary and
therefore the opening mechanism is modified, see appendix C. After this the contact
holding force is F=321N and the problem isn't seen anymore.

• For button-contacts of this size (D=25mm) without axial field a current of i>20kA in
combination with a gaplength of d>5mm can be referred to as strong; it can damage
the contacts. Currents from i=40kA do certainly damage the contacts as can be seen
in figure 5.2. This knowledge is important for the further measurements.

IVCB [1cA] 2•..
,.

o 0.75 1.5 2.n J 3.75 40' '.25 , 6.75 7.5 1.25 , t." 10.5 11.25 12 12.75 U.5 101.25 n
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d[~] ;.;,,;;;,;;;~~l~
o O.lS 1.5 2.25 J J." '.S 5.25 .. 6.75 7.5 ,.25 t t." 10.' 11.25 12 12.75 U.S 14.25 U

'to (_80.)

~M.:I~ :' ;;,:;;;;' ;~
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t 1-80.)

figure 5.108 Contact travel and arang voltage, the latter starts before contacts are separated.
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figure 5.1.b Contact travel and arcing voltage, arcing for a period before contacts are separated.

figure 5.2 The badly damaged TIlE's CuCr-75/2S contacts used for the pilot measurements. Most
damage is due to one single interruption oCi=43kA and t...=7.5ms.

In the results presented in the following the results from the pilot series of measurements are
shown also. One has to keep in mind that these are not fully representative due to the
damaged contacts and the arcing when the circuit breaker is still in closed position. Care is
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Chapter 5: Current interruption measurements

taken to do all further measurements with contacts in good condition.

After the pilot measurements and the modification of the mechanical opening mechanism the
current interruption behaviour is investigated with three different Toshiba contacts. These
where Cu, CuCr-50/50 and AgWC, each having a diameter of D=3Omm. For the cathode flat
contacts and for the anode slightly curved contacts are used.

The current declining rate at current zero is kept at di/dt=10.6NJLs for all measurements
provided by the injection current with a current peak of iiDj=2kA and a frequency of
fiDj=847Hz. The TRV-strength is kept constant also at fTRv=32kHz and uTRv=25.4kV, so that
the RRTRV=1.6kV/J.'S. The parameters that are varied are the current peak, the moment of
contact separation (contact distance at current zero) and the contact material.

In the following the results of the interruption measurements are described and discussed.
Different diagrams will be shown and compared to each other in order to get insight in the
large current interruption ability of the different contact materials. The reignition voltage, the
reignition electric field strength, the post arc current and the number of interruption failures
are involved in the comparison. First the results of the measurements are presented, most
diagrams are given in appendix E. After this the results are compared and discussed.

5.1 Measurement results

In appendix E, figure E.1. a, b, c and d, the measured reignition voltage is given as function of
current-peak for the four contact materials. In this figure the gaplength (d) at current zero is
divided in four ranges (with 'gaplength' always 'gaplength at current zero' is meant):

• 0 < d s 2 mm
• 2 < d s 5 mm
• 5 < d s lO mm
• d> lO mm.

Figure E.l does not give a good insight in the tendencies which are certainly there. Therefore
in figure 5.3 the envelope of the measured reignition voltages (taken from figure E.l) is given
as function of current peak for each gaplength range apart. With the current-peak also divided
into ranges the mean reignition voltage for each current-peak and gaplength range can be
derived. Current-peak is divided into ranges of 5kA each:

• O<is 5kA
·5<islOkA

• 10 < isIS kA
• 15 < i s 20 kA
·20<is25kA

·25<is30kA
·30<is35kA
.35<is40kA

• 40 < i s 45 kA
• 45 < i s 50 kA.
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The solid lines in figure 5.3 connect the mean reignition voltage in the particular current and
gaplength ranges. Because the current peaks are divided in ranges of 5kA each, the mean
reginition voltage can be situated outside the envelope of the measured reignition voltages.
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figure 5.3 Envelope drawing of measured reignition voltages as function of current peak for each gaplength group.
The solid lines connect the mean reignition voltage in the particular current ranges.
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Chapter 5: Current interruption measurements

The results given in this way give an insight in the influence from gaplength and current peak
on the reignition voltage as will be discussed later.

From current peak, arcing voltage and arcing time the arcing energy can be calculated. To
simplify this calculations the arcing voltage is taken constant at Varc:=21.5V. Then the arcing
energy Warc: follows from:

J
. i d

W = V (t)·1 (t) dt = V .~ .( 1+cos('IT-2'ITf -» + W..
an: an: an: an: 2 'IT f an: v mJ

tan: an:

(5.1)

With: V...,: the arcing voltage
iarc: arcing current
fare: frequency of the arcing current (fare=36.4Hz as in chapter 3)
d/v: contact distance at current zero divided by the opening velocity (v::::::1m./s with

the modified opening mechanism)
Winj: arcing energy contributed by a half cycle of the injection current (Winj=16.2J).

In figure E.2 a, b, c and d the reignition voltage is plotted against the calculated arcing energy.

Instead of the reignition voltage the reignition electric field strength can also be plotted
against current peak and arcing energy. The resulting diagrams are shown in figure E.3 a, b, c,
and d. and figure E.4 a, b, c and d respectively. Reignition field strength is calculated by
dividing reignition voltage by the gaplength at current zero.

In figure E.5 c and d the mean magnitude of the post arc current is plotted against current
peak for each gaplength and current peak range. Results are given for Toshiba's CuCr and
AgWC only because the post arc current measurement is added after the pilot series of
measurements with TUE's CuCr contacts. During the measurements with Toshiba Cu contacts
the post arc current measurement was in the starting up phase, results for this contacts are not
reliable and not given here.

Mter a reignition the injection current starts flowing again for one half cycle with a duration
of about O.6ms. Mter this - at the following current zero - the vacuum interrupter tries to
interrupt this current again. Sometimes with success - then 2 half cycles occurred - but
sometimes a number of half cycles follow if interruption fails at more current zeros. In figure
5.6 an example is given from a measurement where nine half cycles of injection current
occurred.
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figure 5.4 Example or a measurement with AgWC contacts where 9 half cycles or injection current
occurred so that 8 failed interruptions took place.

The number of half cycles of the injection current is counted at each measurement (except for
the pilot series of measurements). In figure E.6 b, c and d the mean number of half cycles
minus one (= the number of failed interruptions) is given for each current peak and
gaplength range for the three Toshiba contact materials.
Finally the erosion rate is determined by measuring the electrode masses before and after the
interruption measurements. The erosion rate is calculated by dividing the loss of electrode
mass by the total arcing charge which occurred in the particular series of measurements. In
table 5.1 the results are given for three contact materials.

table 5.1 ErOSIon rate for three contact matenals (a: anode, c cathode).

contacts initial mass mass after tests total arc charge rate of erosion
[g] [g] [C] [p,glC]

Cu a I 205.2502 I 204.1365 I 1309.766 850.3

c I 202.8224 I 202.5963 I 1309.766 172.6

CuCr-50/50 a I 204.2810 I 204.2739 I 1999.228 3.6

c I 202.5862 I 202.2660 I 1999.228 160.2

AgWC a I 202.9404 I 202.8865 I 2131.599 25.3

c 200.5396 200.5247 2131.599 7.0
. .

5.2 Discussion of the results

The measured reignition voltages show a great variance which suggest that stochastic processes
play an important role whether a breakdown takes place or not. In figure 5.5 a detailed
voltage and current measurement around current zero is shown.
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figure SOS Measured voltage and current around current zero. After interruption instabilities can be seen in the
current. It is the beginning of a breakdown. Probably the vapour density is getting too low to maintain the arc.

The current shows instabilities between current zero and reignition. Current rises a few
ampere - which looks like the beginning of a reignition - but returns back to zero instead of
rising further. Probably - at the moment the current rises - the vapour density is just high
enough to maintain the arc. At a certain moment the vapour density is probably getting too
low and the arc extighuishes. A reignition might have followed indeed resulting in an other
measured reignition voltage. At most measurements this current instabilities where present.

From figure 5.3 the influence of gaplength and current peak on the reignition voltage can be
studied. From the presented diagrams the following conclusions can be drawn:

• At small gaps - 0 < d ~ 2 mm - Toshiba's CuCr-50/50 and AgWC contacts show a
more constant and higher reignition voltage than TUB's CuCr-75/25 and Toshiba's Cu
contacts. Probably the state of the contact surface is the most important parameter at
this small gaps.

• At medium gaplength - 2 < d ~ 5 mm - the best interruption results are reached. If
the gap is reasonably larger than d=2 mm reignition voltage rises until about
Vreip=20kV. Some measurements show lower values; in these cases the gap exceeded
d=2 mm not far. Thus gaps from 0 < d ~ 2 mm can be referred to as small gaps.
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At this gaps the influence of current peak can be seen at currents higher than i=20kA
for AgWC. TUB's CuCr-75/25 contacts show high reignition voltages up to i=25kA.

• At larger gaplength - 5 < d s 10 mm - the current peak has influence at lower
current, from about lOkA with Cu until 20kA with CuCr-75/25 and AgWC contacts.
With the contacts almost fully opened - d> 10 mm - reignition voltages fall to zero
even sooner. At i-5kA for Cu and i-lOkA for CuCr-75/25 and AgWC contacts.

In figure 5.6 the arcing energy is plotted as a function of arcing time and current peak, arcing
energy rises with both the parameters, linearly with current peak and with one minus the
cosine of arcing time.

1

8

g 6

~I 4

2

50

figure 5.6 Arc energy as function of current peak and gaplength.

The influence of current peak and gaplength together can be seen if reignition voltage - or
even better reignition electric field strength - is plotted against arcing energy as shown in
figures E.2 a, b, c and d and E.3 a, b, c and d respectively. The electric field strength at which
reignition occurs is Ereign - 10 kV/mm at low arcing energy Ware < 100 J, if arcing energy
becomes higher (until Warc - 1000 J) field strength declines somewhat until Ereign - 1 to 2
kV/mm for all contact materials. At a certain arcing energy the electric field strength at which
reignition occurs falls significant by a factor 10 until 100 V/mm or even less. It is likely that at
this arcing energy the metal vapour pressure in the gap at about lOJLs after current zero rises
significantly, so that the gap can not withstand the strong TRV anymore. From this current
value on the amount of vapour in combination with gaplength is probably enough to initiate
renewed ionisation. The metal vapour pressure is probably caused by the anode spot which is
still so hot that metal vapour is released at that moment. After these interruptions the ion
getter pump needed much more time (up to 30 minutes) to bring the pressure in the vacuum
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chamber below P=1·1O-sPa.

For the 4 contact materials these critical field strengths are given in table 5.2.

table S.2 Cntlcal arang energy for the 4 contact matenals

contacts critical arcing energy [1]

TUB CuCr-75/25 I 2000

Toshiba Cu 1000

Toshiba CuCr-50/50 3000

Toshiba AgWC 1000
.. . .

From table 5.2 results that the CuCr contacts are the better contacts for interrupting high
energy arcs.

As expected the measured post arc current increases with gaplength, see figure E.3. From the
diagrams of the AgWC contacts results that the post arc current has no relation with current
peak. For the Toshiba CuCr-50/50 contacts it does, at high current and large gaplength post
arc current increases. From literature it is known that post arc current stays constant until a
certain current value. From this current value on the post arc current rises with current value
[16], [17], [18], [19].

The number of half cycles of injection current is a measure for the time needed for the
contacts to cool down. The Cu and CuCr contacts cool fast as can be seen in figure E.5. With
this materials mostly 2 half cycles occurred, implying one failed interruption (in one
exceptional measurement with CuCr-50/50 contacts 5 failed interruption took place). The
AgWC contacts need much more time to cool down, until a maximum of 11 failed interrup
tions took place, in that case 10·0.59 ms = 5.9 ms after current zero the last reignition
occurred. The reason for this is the structure of the contact face of the AgWC contacts. The
Ag with good electric and thermal conductivity lies embedded between WC with low electrical
and thermal conductivity. This forces the arc to burn on the silver surface. The heat of this
silver can not flow away by diffusion because of the isolating tungsten-carbide. Thus the silver
keeps a high temperature for a relative long time after current zero which makes the emitting
of great amounts of silver vapour possible.

Comparing the rate of erosion from the different contact materials a lot of difference can be
seen. From the cathodes, AgWC shows the least rate of erosion while Cu and CuCr are
comparable. From the anodes, for Cu results a huge erosion from more than 30 times that
from AgWC, CuCr-50/50 shows the lowest anode rate of erosion.
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Conclusions

• With the developed Weil-Dobke synthetic circuit interruption measurements can be carried
out until 50kA peak current at 36Hz and 25kV peak voltage in order to investigate the
interruption behaviour of different contact materials. Current peak, moment from contact
separation, di/dt and du/dt can be adjusted separately.

• The forming of an anode spot and thus of the constricted arcing mode is associated with
anode melting and can be predicted (roughly) with the developed anode temperature
model. The model is based on the power density balance at the anode.

• From the arcing voltage alone it cannot be determined whether the vacuum arc is in the
diffuse or constricted mode. If the anode temperature rises fast through the melting
temperature no fluctuations can be seen on the arcing voltage. This happens when the
contacts are separated at high momentary current. If temperature rises slowly through the
melting temperature - which occur when contacts are separated early in the half cycle of the
current - instabilities occur in the vacuum arc accompanied with fluctuations on the arcing
voltage. Light intensity gives additional information, in the constricted mode fluctuations on
the light intensity always occur while these are not seen in the diffuse mode.

• Measurements show that gaplength in combination with current peak do certainly have
influence on the interruption behaviour.
A gaplength in the range 0 < d ;5; 2 mm can be referred as to small gaps; with TUE's
CuCr-75(l5 and Toshiba's Cu contacts reignition voltage is low at this small gaps.
At a larger gaplength the influence of current peak is getting more important, at a certain
current peak the reignition voltage falls significantly. The current at which this occurs is
higher than the calculated transition current from diffuse to constricted arcing, it might be
that a small anode spot doesn't have influence at current zero while a more established spot
does indeed. At a certain critical arcing energy - W.rc = 1000 to 3000 J depending on the
contact material - the electric field strength at which reignition occurs falls by a factor 10 or
more. From this results a ranking from contact material for high current interruption can be
made (beginning with the worst): Cu, AgWC, CuCr.

• The conclusion above suggest a timing of the moment from contact separation in practical
vacuum circuit breakers. The best opening moment (supposing that the opening velocity is
about lrn/s) is a few milliseconds after current peak and about 2 milliseconds before current
zero. It is obvious that this has great practical implications for the accuracy of the mechani
cal operating mechanism. Problems as variance due to ageing (the interrupter has to work
good for 20 years or more) and dependence on electronics are probably hard to solve.

• AgWC contacts show significantly more half cycles of injection current compared with Cu
and CuCr, indicating a longer time needed for the contacts to cool down. This is the
disadvantage of the 'low surge' contacts which has the advantage of very low chopping
current (-0.5A) which reduces overvoltages in distribution networks.
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Recommendations for further research

• The investigation can be extended by using axial field contacts. With those contacts
transition from diffuse to constricted arcing occurs at higher current. It is interesting
whether an influence of current peak can be seen.

• In order to get a better insight in the mode in which the arc acts a high speed camera can
give additional information. Than the arcing modes can be studied extensive, the constricted
arcing mode can be divided in more modes, as suggested in [5], [6], [7].

• The developed anode temperature model can be extended when the melting and
evaporation of the anode melting spot is taken into account. Then the transient anode
temperature can be calculated until current zero and the influence at current zero can be
predicted.

• The ranking of current peak values in ranges of 5kA each is done after the measurements
with Cu and CuCr-50/50 contacts. This is the cause of incomplete diagrams (see figure 5.3).
It is advisable to carry out additional measurements to make this diagrams and therewith
the insight in the interruption behaviour of vacuum circuit breakers more complete.
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Appendix A:

• capacitor battery:

Equipment

32 (8x4) capacitors of 27.8p.F parallel totalling C=89.0JLF; each
capacitor is short circuit protected with an inductance.

• distribution transformer: lOkV I 400V S=8ookVA Dy5 €1C=3.64%

• capacitor: Capacitor Cr =27.8p.F; maximum voltage uCi=15kV.

• inductance: Torodial coil consisting of 40 coils providing L=1,27mH; maxi
mum current IL =2.5kA; designed at TUE.

• vacuum equipment: Demountable vacuum chamber (see appendix C) which can be
provided with different contacts.
Different equipment to provide a vacuum pressure as low as
10·lO-9 Torr (_lO-7 Pa)

• oscilloscope: Bakker Waveform Analyzer 2570; 4 channels; 1MS/s; 12 bit;

• oscilloscope: Le Croy 9314M; 4 channels; 100 MS/s; 8 bit;
50 kbyte acquisition memory per channel

• oscilloscope: Le Croy 9300; 2 channels; 1ooMS/s; 8 bit;
32000 bytes acquisition memory per channel

• high-voltage probe (2x): Tektronix P6015 1:1000; accuracy: 9%; bandwith: 70MHz

• high current monitor: Rogowskicoil in combination with integrator designed at
KEMA.
Sensitivity: 2.43kA/V without attenuator (I < 20kA)

4.84kA/V with 2x attenuator (I < 40kA)
11.5kA/V with 5x attenuator (I < 50kA)

• post arc current monitor: Pearson 0.01VIA; output clipped with 2 diode-arrays - consisting
of lO diodes - anti parallel.
High speed silicon diode BAW62; repetitive peak forward
current 225mA maximum [21].

• contact distance measurement:

• light intensity measurement:

TPA laser system; accuracy 0.2mm

Optical fibre in combination with photodiode and ampli
fier unit designed at TUE.
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• vacuum level measurement:

• balance:
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Pressure in the vacuum chamber is measuring indirect by
measuring the current of the ion getter pump.

Sartorius AC 210; accuracy: 0.1mg; range: 0 - 21Og.



Appendix B: Drawing of the vacuum chamber
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Appendix C: Mechanical operating mechanism

The available mechanism could open a vacuum circuit breaker at a speed of about 2m/s.
Closing the vacuum circuit breaker and contact pressure in closed position was provided
through the difference in pressure in- and outside the vacuum circuit breaker; thus the circuit
breaker pulled the moving contact into the closed position by himself. This contact force was
too low because in the pilot series of measurements arcing before operation of the opening
mechanism took place (section 5.1). This arcing in closed position is caused by the popping
force due to large currents. For high current interruption investigations the mechanism has to
meet the following requirements:

• enable to open the vacuum circuit breaker at a velocity of 1 - 2 m/s
• enable to deliver a contact force of 200 - 300N in closed position.

To provide enough contact pressure the opening mechanism is modified. In the following the
closing- and opening velocity as well as the contact pressure of the modified operating
mechanism will be determined. In figure C.1 a drawing of the principal parts is given.

I

VCB

t'h'7t---__1 -------' -f]- -~~ i
l I

X3 x2 Xl xQ

~!
! I

X
II I

· I II .
· I I1 .

a. VCB opened · I I

I

2

xt Xl xQ
. I I

X )1 I
I I

! I I
b. VCB closed I I4

I

2

figure C.I Drawing of the principal parts of the mechanical operating mechanism
a. VCB in open position
b. VCB in closed position
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Figure C.1 shows two states of the operating mechanism:

a: VCB opened; spring-length xt =66.3mm; final gaplength: d=10mm
b: VCB closed; spring-length ~=54.1mm.

In figure C.l the different pieces are:

1: contact-axis (movable contaet+axis); total mass: 1llm.=1.92kg; moveable horizontally.
2: bridge; total mass mbrid=1.69kg; movable horizontally along slide bearings.
3: spring; spring-constant: k=1.1·1()4N/m; length at rest: Xo=83.3mm.
4: blocking arm; this arm holds the bridge in closed position; by pulling the arm upwards

by a trigger signal the bridge comes free.
5: blocking arm; this arm blocks the contact axis until the arm is moved apart through

the bridge which happens at ~=55.3mm.

(All values named above are measured values)

Closing the VCB:

In open state the contact-axis is blocked through the blocking-arm (piece 5 in figure C.1)
First two pressure cylinders push the bridge relatively slowly from the open state X=Xt to the
position that the contact-axis comes free (x=x3), which is caused by the bridge who pushes the
blocking arm apart. At this moment the springforce is Fsp = k'(x3 - Xo) = 308 N and from this
moment on the contact-axis can move freely under the influence of the spring force. It is
assumed that the contact-axis velocity after this moment is much higher than the bridge
velocity. The springlength x follows from Newtons second law which results in a second order
differential equation:

F = m 'X
ll

spr OOD

-k '(x-Xo) = mOOD ·x ll

XIl+~·X = ~'Xo
mOOD mOOD

with the boundary condition x(t=O) = ~ results:
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Appendix C: Mechanical operating mechanism

(C.2)

Equation (C.2) shows that the movable contact would have made an oscillation if it could
move freely. Of course it can't because after the gap is bridged the VCB closes and the
movable contact will stay at rest against the other contact. The VCB is closed if
x=~+d=65.3mm, from equation (C.2) can be calculated that this position is reached after
t=11.5ms (fast compared with the cycle period of the mechanical oscillation Tmecll=83ms).

The first deritive from the distance gives the closing velocity as function of time:

x = 21 ·sin(75.7 ·t) ::= 159·t mls (t<Tmecll ) (C.3)

A linearly rising contact closing velocity results with an average velocity of vft=O.92m/s taken
over the closing time of t=11.5ms. The measured gaplength versus time diagram is shown in
figure C.2.
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figure c.z Closing the circuit breaker

From figure C.2 a closing velocity of v=l.lm/s is derived which is in good agreement with the
calculated value of O.92m/s. Further the closing path looks like a square function which agrees
with a linearly rising velocity.
The measured velocity is higher than the calculated value because in the calculation it is
assumed that the bridge stands at rest when the contact-axis is moving. Of course this
introduces a fault; the air pressure cylinders pushes the bridge to the right at an unknown
velocity. This causes an additional force on the contact-axis which increases the velocity.
After the VCB is closed some bouncing can be seen with a duration of about 20ms. For
interruption investigations this causes no problems but with closing measurements it does.
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The VCB in closed position

In closed position the spring-length is ~=S4.lmm. This spring-length provides a contact
holding force of:

(CA)

(C.S)

As said before this contact pressure is necessary because - in the pilot series of measurements
- it was observed that arcing before the operation of the operating mechanism took place.
After the contact pressure was provided this problem isn't seen anymore.

Opening the circuit breaker

The opening of the VCB happens in two phases; first - when the blocking arm (piece 4 in
figure C.l) is triggered - the bridge moves to the left from x=~ to X=X1 under influence of the
spring force. The displacement can be calculated again by Newtons second law, in the same
way as in formula (C.l).

x = (Xz-Xo)·cos(~ m~ .t) + Xo = 83.3 - 29.2·cos(80.7·t) mm

For the bridge-velocity follows:

Vbrid = 2.4 ·sin(80.7 ·t) m/s (C.6)

At X=X1 the bridge collides with the stillstanding contact-axis which happens after t=11.8ms,
calculated from equation (C.5). At that moment the bridge velocity is Vbrid=2.0m/s, calculated
from equation (C.6).

The collision that takes place is assumed to be ideally elastic. The velocities of the contact-axis
and the bridge after the collision can be calculated from the conservation of kinetic energy
and of impulse.

(C.7)

The indices 1 and 2 indicate the velocities before and after the collision.

With the values:
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Appendix C: Mechanical operating mechanism

results from equation (C.7) for the velocities after the collision: VooD(2)=1.87m/s
Vbrii2)=-O.13m/s.

After the collision the spring, the contact-axis and the bridge form a two-mass and spring
system with as initial values the springlength Xl' the contact-velocity vooD(2) and the bridge
velocity Vbrid(2). They form a dynamic system which can't be solved easily. The final state
however is that the contact-axis and the bridge are at rest relatively to each other and travel
together until the VCB is fully opened. Their velocity follows from the energy balance and is
v=1.34m/s.

Summarising the opening operation of the mechanical mechanism:

• first the bridge is unlocked and moves to the left from X=~ to X=XI

• a collision follows with the contact axis
• the initial opening velocity follows from impulse and energy conservation and is

vopeni..=1.87m/s
• after a certain delay the contact-axis and the bridge travel together with a velocity of

vopeni..=1.34m/s.

In figure C.3 a measured gaplength versus time diagram of an opening operation is shown.
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figure C.3 Opening the circuit breaker

Measured initial opening velocity is vopeDiDg~2m/s in reasonable agreement with the calculated
value ofvopeDiDg=1.87m/s. The opening velocity falls to a value of about 1m/s, somewhat lower
than the calculated value ofvopeDiDg=1.34m/s. The difference is probably due to mechanical
damping.
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Appendix D: Program to calculate the anode temperature

Program Anode_Temp (f,input,output);
uses Crt;
{N+}
const N=I000;
var VO, phi, k, rho, c, G:

10, r, freq, v, c1, cZ, c3:
temp:
helpl, helpZ, help3, help4, h:
pi, kl, k2, intI, int2:
t, tau, tarc:
f:
a, b, Narc:

real;
real;
array [1..N] of real;
real;
real;
real;
text;
integer;

{help numbers}
{internal variables}
{different times}
{filename}
{ranking numbers}

{ VO: low current arcing voltage [V]
phi: anode work function [V]
k: thermal conductivity [W/(m.K)]
rho: mass density [kg/m3]
c: specific heat [J/(kg.K)]
G: constant determining the voltage/current characteristic[O/s]
r: anode radius [m]
freq: current frequency [Hz]
10: current peak [A]
v: opening velocity [m/s]
temp: anode temperature [0C]
cl: fraction of VO converted to kinetic energy
cZ: fraction of aditional arcing voltage that accelerate electrons
c3: current density concentration factor}

Procedure Integrate; {Two-point Gauss-Legendre method}
Begin

for b:=(N-Narc+1) to a do
begin

tau:= help1+b*h;
help3:= 1/sqrt(t-tau);
help4:=sin(Z*pi*freq*tau);
intI :=intI + help4*help3;
intZ:=intZ+tau*sqr(help4)*help3;
tau:=helpZ+b*h;
heIp3:= l/sqrt(t-tau);
help4:=sin(Z*pi*freq*tau);
intI:= intI + help4*help3;
intZ:=intZ+tau*sqr(help4)*help3;
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end;

end;
intl: = intl*h!2;
int2:=int2*h!2;

{End of procedure Integrate}

Begin {Main program}
clrscr;
assign(f, ,c:\mb\results.');
rewrite(f);
for a:=1 to N do Temp[a]:=O;
pi:=3.141S926S4;
intl:=O; int2:=O;
VO:=21.S; phi:=4.S1; k:=38S; rho:=89S0; c:=380; G:=0.6;
r:=0.01S; freq:=36.4; v:=1;
c1:=0.478;c2:=0.588; c3:=4.98S;
h:=1/(2*freq*N);
gotoxy(S,3);
write('Arcing time [ms]: ');
read(tarc);
Narc: = round(0.OO1*tarc/h);
gotoxy(S,4);
write('Current peak [kA]: ');
readln(IO);
10:=10*1000;
k1:=(c3*IO*(c1*VO+phi» / (pi*sqr(r)*sqrt(pi*k*rho*c»;
k2:=(c2*c3*sqr(lO)*G*v) / (pi*sqr(r)*sqrt(pi*k*rho*c»;
help1:=-0.S*h*(1 + 1/sqrt(3»;
help2:=-0.S*h*(1-1/sqrt(3»;
gotoxy(13,8);
write('Time [ms]':20, 'Temperature [oq':20);
for a:=1 to (N-Narc) do Temp[a]:=O;
for a: = (N-Narc+1) to N do
begin

t:=a*h;
Integrate;
Temp[a]:=k1*intl +k2*int2;
gotoxy(13,1O);
write(t*1OOO:18:1 ,(Temp[a] + 20):16:0);

end.
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end;
rewrite(f);
for a:=1 to N do
writeln(f, a*h*1000:6:2, (Temp[a] + 20):9:2, 1OOO*sin(2*pi*freq*a*h):9:1, 136S-273:6);
writeln(f, tarc:6:2, 10:9:2);
close(f);

{End of main program}



Appendix E: Diagrams from measured results
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Toshiba CuCr-SO/SO contacts
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Toshiba CuCr-50/50
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Appendix E: Diagrams from measured results
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